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Abstract
Efficient Terrain Representation for Robot Swarms
Daniel Stella
Supervising Professor: Dr. Shanchieh Jay Yang
Swarm robotics pertains to the use of many simplistic robots working together to com-
plete complex tasks. These robots behave autonomously and collaboratively by utilizing
local sensors and/or communication mechanisms. To investigate behaviors of large robot
swarms, simulations are often used, yet mostly assume unrealistic 2D terrain. While repre-
senting the exact physical terrain is ideal, it may not be desirable and necessary to do so for
the understanding of robot behavior. To this end, this work aims at developing an efficient
terrain model specifically compatible with robot swarms.
In order to reduce physical terrain into a manageable data set, Triangulated Irregular
Network (TIN) is chosen to capture the key factors for robot swarms, namely, the terrain
slopes, breaks, and the robot line of sight. Since a TIN is a reduced data set composed of
separate triangular planes, each plane contains its own slope and a shared edge between
planes can signify a terrain break. This representation presents the key factors without
overly complicated calculations. These features are designed so that the individual robots
can visualize the terrain using Artificial Potential Fields (APF), a common technique used
for robot swarms.
The terrain model is implemented in both Matlab and Java to demonstrate (1) how indi-
vidual robots perceive other objects and the terrain, and (2) the computational complexity
and storage overhead. Creating TIN incurs O(n2) computational complexity, where n is
the number of triangles. The complexity overhead to have all robots examine the terrain
and surrounding robot is O(m(d1.5+ l ·
√
d), where m is the number of robots, d is the TIN
vi
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In recent years, the field of swarm robotics has become a popular area of study. Utilizing
many simplistic robots that work together to accomplish a common goal is intriguing. Since
each robot is fairly simplistic they become cheap to produce and use. Because of this, the
complexity of a swarm system does not lie in the individual robots, but the interactions
between them. Although the robots are simple, the systems that contain them can become
quite complex.
Due to the fact that there can be many complications and complexities with handling
a large group of robots, simulating different scenarios is important. There are many simu-
lators for robotic swarms that have been developed in the past. These simulators provide
a range of robotic models and complexities coupled with a range of environmental capa-
bilities and complexities. Some simulators focus more on sensor modeling and attempt to
mimic actual robots through software while others try to focus more on robot to robot, or
robot to environment interactions.
A simulator that provides complicated robotic models is WeBots [2]. This simulator
allows for the modeling of many different types of robots, from simple sensor platforms
to humanoid, dog, and even snake robots. Although the sensor modeling is in depth, the
simulator does not allow for massive amounts of robots to be present at once during the
same simulation. In addition, the environmental capabilities do not provide entirely realis-
tic options and are fairly limited.
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Another style of simulator is shown by MAHESHDAS [3]. This simulator was used
by Mehendale in order to test threat containment systems using Artificial Potential fields.
The modeling contained in this simulator was comprised of simplistic sensing, power, and
motion metrics, and neglected the complications of simulating actual data acquisition. At
the cost of having simple models and a 2D GUI, MAHESHDAS is able to simulate massive
amounts of robots at once, even hundreds. This simulator provides a strong contrast to
WeBots [2].
Gazebo [4] is a swarm simulator that gives a little of both worlds. The Gazebo simulator
allows for basic sensor configuration and modeling for each robot and can even display
the fields of view of each sensor. Multiple robots can be added to the same environment
and simulated together. With some plug-ins, Gazebo is able to simulate over 100 simple
robots. Simulating many robots with complex sensors and models can cause computer
strain however. Similar to WeBots [2], another downfall to Gazebo is that, although there
are 3D environments, they remain relatively simple. Ramps and basic walls are available
but sloping capabilities are limited and the environments lack realism.
The major issue with all three of these simulator examples is the lack of realistic or
natural terrain modeling. In many real world scenarios, natural terrain can be problematic
for swarm robots. Whether that terrain blocks their sight or provides unsafe conditions, the
ability for a robot to complete its task can be severely hindered by terrain. As an example,
consider a swarm node attempting to reach a goal. This goal could be a threat, such as
a mine, or maybe a soccer ball. In a simplistic 2D environment the robot can travel to
its target without worries. Navigating to a target can become difficult, however, when a
complicated environment exists.
Consider the scenario below, shown in Figure 1.1, where a goal, or target, is obscured
from any robots approaching it by cliff edges or steep hills. The approaching robot would
need to find a safe path to approach and reach the goal without putting itself in danger by
attempting to drop off the cliff or get stuck in any ruts or holes. The node would be able to
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see this goal if it approached the edge of the cliff but would not be able to travel directly to
the goal without falling off the ledge and receiving fatal damage.
Figure 1.1: A sample terrain scenario
It is important to see that without proper data acquisition a swarm node would not
survive long in an uncharted environment. In order to navigate an unknown area effectively
a robot must gather the information it needs and interpret it properly. In terms of terrain,
there are several key data points that should be observed in order to model the environment.
Referring to Figure 1.1, it can be noted that the important pieces of information about this
environment are the quick drop in front of the target and the slopes that can get the node
there safely.
This example brings up an interesting question; what does a swarm robot need to ac-
complish in order to properly visualize its surroundings and plan accordingly? There are
three main steps involved with proper visualization of a robot’s surroundings, shown in
Figure ?? and those include:
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Figure 1.2: The three major steps involved with proper terrain visualization and interaction
1. Gathering important information about the surrounding environment. This informa-
tion can include important terrain features such as slope, and steep cutoffs or breaks.
2. Properly using the collected information in order to characterize the surrounding
environment; determine which areas are safe and which are dangerous.
3. Plan a path to a destination using this new classification. This can be accomplished
in various ways.
Although the problem of path planning is a complicated one, it relies heavily on how
the first two steps are accomplished. Since proper data acquisition is so important it is
imperative to explore what things within an environment can be modeled and how they can
be modeled from a robot’s point of view.
The items within an environment that supply the greatest threat to a robot are the most
important things to be modeled. These include dangerous objects, like trees or rocks that
can be dangerous if not passed properly, or steep drop-offs and cliffs, which could severely
damage a robot if they are driven off of. Both of these problems can be remedied by
properly using sensors. In the case of foreign objects, a loss in vision, or a change in how
far the robot can see, may signify that there is something in the way that is blocking sight.
Similarly, collecting slope information could allow for the recognition of cliff edges and
drop-offs.
Correctly visualizing and understanding the characteristics of an environment can pre-
vent a swarm robot from putting itself in danger. Properly determining these characteristics
5
Sensor Range Field of View 3D Visualization Maker(s)
IR 1.5”-12”, 20”-217” 1D No Sharp [5]
Sonar .5m-15m 1D No Various
Stereo Camera .4m-15m 30-70 degree arc Some Videre Design [6]
Point Grey [7]
Mounted Lidar 50m-120m 180-360 degree
frontal sweep 25
degrees vertically
Some SICK Lidars [8]
Velodyne [9]
Table 1.1: Examples of visualization sensors and some makers
relies heavily on the proper collection of the necessary data, such as terrain slopes, or the
loss of vision. From a robot’s perspective, all of the data it can collect is limited by its
sensors. Sensors are the means in which a robot can ”see” its surrounding environment.
There has been a lot of work within the field of robotics relating to data acquisition.
Multitudes of sensors are available for use in robotic systems and they can provide myriads
of data metrics. From the distance to the nearest obstacle, to the pitch and tilt of the actual
robot, sensors can supply the system with the information necessary to make the correct
decisions. These sensors can provide the sight and slope information a swarm node needs
in order to gain perception of its immediate surrounding terrain.
There are two types of sensors that can help a robot navigate terrain. These are sensors
that can get internal and external readings. Sensors such as IR and Lidar can get readings
about an environment and supply a robot with sight, while other sensors, like Inertial Mea-
surement Units, can collect information about the robot’s personal orientations. Examples
of ”sight” sensors, which can be used to collect vision and some slope information, can
be seen in Table 1.1, while examples of the latter type, which can be used to classify local
terrain and slope, can be seen in Table 1.2. Some of the basic statistics and limitations of
each sensor are listed. When these two types of sensors are used together they can paint a
picture of the surrounding environment for a swarm node.
The navigation of terrain takes careful planning and strategical use of the sensors a robot
has at its disposal. There have been very successful cases of robots properly utilizing the
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Sensor Information Supplied Operation Extent Maker(s)
Intertial Measurement Unit roll,pitch,tilt 90 degrees Several [10] [11]
Wheel Encoders ”Distance Traveled” Depends Various
Table 1.2: Examples of miscellaneous sensors and some makers
information an environment can provide and then navigating terrain. Autonomous vehicles
such as those used in the DARPA Grand Challenge navigated a desert on their own and
rovers such as the one on Mars have been able to navigate foreign terrain in search for life.
The autonomous vehicle Stanley [12], the winner of the 2005 Grand Challenge is a perfect
example of how sensors can be utilized to acquire terrain information.
Stanley used a multitude of sensors working together in order to gather and utilize
terrain data to plan paths for its local navigation system. At the heart of this system was
an Inertial Measurement Unit [12]. This sensor would provide terrain slope information in
the form of the pitch or tilt of the vehicle. In addition to this information, Stanley [12] was
equipped with several mounted Lidar systems that could generate a point by point terrain
model using the laser feedback. These two sources of information were used together in
order to navigate the terrain and maintain the necessary speed to pass over steeper slopes.
The Mars rover [13] provides another example of successful terrain navigation. Slightly
more simplistic than Stanley [12], the rover only used a stereo camera for its local colli-
sion detections and terrain navigation [13]. Granted, the majority of the path planning
was remotely controlled through personnel, there was still a small portion of autonomous
navigation using the camera.
These are just two prime examples of using sensors to successfully navigate terrain.
What is important about these examples is that they show successful terrain navigation in
the real world. They provide proof that today’s sensors can be used to collect information
about the environment, and that this information can be understood. This proof can be
used to make assumptions when modeling sensors in a simulation environment. This is
incredibly important for accurately modeling robots within a realistic environment.
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Creating and storing a realistic environment used within a simulator is equally as im-
portant as providing realistic robotic models. Modeling the environment properly can be
crucial to having a balanced simulator with strong capabilities. In regards to the environ-
ment, and a robot’s sensors, the relationship between a robot and how they collect infor-
mation from this environment can be used in a simulator. This relationship can be used to
efficiently model the terrain of an environment. A proper model is important for creating a
simulator that can effectively simulate hundreds of robots on a realistic terrain. Building a
model that focuses on the steps shown in Figure 1.2 should prove to be very favorable.
1.1 Terrain Representation
When storing terrain data in a simulator, the method of how the terrain data is represented
and stored is important. There are several methods for storing or representing terrain and
all of them have their own benefits and flaws. Some of the more common types of terrain
storage, or representation, are Digital Elevation Models (DEM), which can be in the form
of elevation data [14] or Triangulated Irregular Networks (TIN) [15], and Fractals [16]. All
of these types offer different amounts of accuracy, speed and memory consumption.
Digital elevation data is simply elevation data in a grid format [14]. The only loss
of information going from a real terrain to this type of data set is the accuracy at which
the data was recorded. This is to say that all of the data is stored. Although this style
of representation retains the most amount of information and contains minimal error, it is
very costly on memory. DEM type storage is favorable when representing small regions of
terrain. This type of representation has been used in the past for rendering environments,
flight simulations, Geographic Information Systems, surface analysis and many other tasks.
Fractals, unlike DEM data do not necessarily represent actual environmental data. Frac-
tals are geometric shapes that can be split into parts, each of which is a reduced version of
the whole [16]. Fractals are created through the iteration of a mathematical formula. This
style of representation is very favorable for larger, more robust terrain representation since
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it requires only formulas and inputs to receive the output. There is no need to store anything
in memory. Fractals are currently the representation of choice for most video games. This
is because a fractal can be designed to meet specific requirements and requires virtually no
memory to store.
Triangulated Irregular Networks, on the other hand, are reduced versions of elevation
data [15]. Similar to elevation data, TINs are used in Geographic Information Systems.
TINs essentially break down DEM data into triangles. The original data is reduced by
eliminating redundant data points. The remaining data represents separate points, or ver-
tices of the entire terrain. The reduction of points can be done in several different ways.
Fowler and Little [15] and the VIP algorithm, or Very Important Point [17] method, are
two examples.
Once the elevation data has been reduced, the data points that are left are connected to
form triangles by a method of triangulation. This can be seen in Figure 1.3. Each triangle
represents sections of the original terrain that share qualities. This type of representation
places a lot of emphasis on slope and terrain breaks or changes [18]. This is very favorable
since these are two pieces of information simplistic robots can gather.
Figure 1.3: Triangulations of points (Peterson, Computing constrained delaunay triangulations,
http : //www.geom.uiuc.edu/samuelp/del project.html)
Since reduced terrain can generate different types of triangles it is important that the
reduced data is represented in a beneficial manner. There are several methods for trian-
gulating data points. One of the more popular methods is Delaunay triangulation [19]. A
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Delaunay triangulation is one in such the circumcircle of each triangle, the circle made
by connecting the three vertices of that triangle, will not contain the vertices of any other
triangle. An example of points that were triangulated to be both Delaunay representations,
and non-Delaunay representations are shown in Figure 1.4.
Figure 1.4: Delaunay and non-Delaunay triangulations (Peterson, Computing constrained delaunay
triangulations, http : //www.geom.uiuc.edu/samuelp/del project.html)
Triangulation can occur in two-dimensional and three-dimensional space. A Triangu-
lated Irregular Network can be made using points in the x,y,z plane to produce a 3D terrain
model. Even though the points are in three dimensions, triangulating with just the x,y plane
produces the proper representation.
Separating the environment into different planes can place emphasis on the characteris-
tics of the environment that are important. As far as gathering the proper information, slope
and breaks in terrain are important. These two pieces of information are crucial for char-
acterizing the surrounding terrain and classifying the dangerous and safe sections. Both of
these variables can be easily gathered from a simple plane which allows for simple mod-
eling between a robot’s sensors and the information they need to gather. In addition, once
that information is gathered, since the environment is already split into planes, dangerous
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and safe areas can be easily labeled. For this reason a Triangulated Irregular Network is a
very favorable method of representation.
Collecting information and classifying the environment are only two steps to complet-
ing the task of visualizing the surrounding environment. The third step is planning a path
through the terrain based on the classification that has been established. There are many
methods to plan a path, but a simple method that is popular for swarm robotics is Artifi-
cial Potential Fields, or APFs. APFs provide a means for path planning while being easily
visualized and easily calculated. They can provide another layer of representation of the
terrain and a means for the robots to traverse the simulated terrain safely.
1.2 Artificial Potential Fields
Artificial potential fields are mathematical functions that approximate the attractive and
repulsive pulls from one object to another. Potential fields can take many forms, such as
linear, quadratic, and many others, but all of them are just different ways of representing
the relating force between two objects.
Artificial Potential Fields have been a popular method for robot path planning [20] and
have been used for many different swarm robotics systems. They have been used for form-
ing different team formations and motions for soccer [21], entrapment and transportation
[22], flocking [23], and even under water surveillance [24]. APFs have also been used to
solve the Multiple threat containment problem [3].
Artificial potential fields have also been utilized in the past to model terrain. In most
cases however, they were used to supplement other path planning systems. In the work
of Lacroix and others [1], artificial potential fields were used to prevent the robot from
approaching dangerous terrain. The field essentially made a barrier between the robot and
dangerous areas of the environment. This field can be seen in Figure ??. A similar approach
was taken by Shimoda [25]. Both of these approaches however were used to supplement
global path planning. In either case the artificial potential fields were just used to avoid
11
obstacles and dangerous terrain.
Figure 1.5: Artificial Potential Field separating a safe location from a dangerous one. [1]
1.3 Problem Statement and Direction
There are three major steps a robot must take in order to visualize and interact with its
surroundings. These include collecting the necessary information about the environment,
properly using this information in order to determine which locations are safe or dangerous,
and, finally, planning actions based on this information. This work should demonstrate how
the steps to properly visualizing an environment can be used to create a favorable terrain
representation for a swarm robotic simulator and tools.
Utilizing the method of terrain representation demonstrated in this work within a sim-
ulator should allow for a large simulation environment and a large amount of nodes to be
present during simulations. Complexity can be reduced by focusing on the relationships
between a robot and the environment instead of the relationship between a robot and its
sensors. The terrain representation contained within the simulator will be abridged in a
fashion that simplifies the collection of the data that is needed to calculate artificial poten-
tial fields. These pieces of information include terrain breaks and slopes.
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Both a Java based simulator and a MATLAB visualization tool were created. The sim-
ulator uses a simplistic two-dimensional GUI but can show a large amount of robots on
a relatively large abridged natural terrain. The MATLAB tool uses 3D visuals to show
the artificial potential fields that the robots within the simulator use for visualization and




A terrain representation in the form of a TIN will be used for the tools designed in this
work. A Triangulated Irregular Network is more favorable than the other styles of repre-
sentations due to the actual information it retains. Since a TIN splits the environment into
separate planes, locations where the terrain is unsafe for robots are easily determined and
already separated from those that are safe. This makes step 2 of the visualization process,
shown in Figure 1.2, characterizing the environment, simple. Important characteristics,
like the slope, are also easily calculated for each plane and remain constant for each plane.
This makes collecting data for each robot very intuitive, and places emphasis on what is
necessary to complete step 1 of the visualization process, Figure 1.2.
2.1 Point Reduction
The creation and use of a TIN starts with reducing the elevation data. Since elevation data
contains more information than what is needed, some of the data needs to be trimmed or
removed. Without the removal of some data, a large amount of memory is needed to store
all of the data. In addition none of the favorable approximations can occur. The first step
in generating the Triangulated Irregular Network for the simulator involves Very Important
Point algorithm described by Poiker [17].
The Very Important Point algorithm is a simple point reduction technique. This algo-
rithm will look at each point of data separately in a 3 by 3 window. The neighbor points
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are then separated into pairs based on their location to the focal point. The four neighbor
pairs are: (top, bottom), (left, right), (lower-left, upper-right), and (lower-right, upper-left).
Each neighbor pair will produce a significance value for the focal point.
The significance value of a neighbor pair is calculated by finding the relative distance
that the focal point lies away from the slope created by the neighbor pair. This is to say that,
if the focal point was removed, does the line created by the neighbor pair provide sufficient
data? The two neighbors’ height data is plotted on a graph. The focal point is then plotted
at the appropriate distance between them. The significance value of the neighbor pair is
calculated to be the perpendicular distance from the focal point’s height data to the line
created by the two neighbor points.
Once the significance value is collected for all four neighbor pairs, the overall signif-
icance is calculated for the focal point. The average of the four distance values provides
the focal point with this overall significance value. Figure 2.1 shows a focal point with its
neighbor pairs listed. The graph shows how the distance that comprises its neighbor pair
value is calculated.
Figure 2.1: This image shows an example calculation of a significance value during the operation
of the VIP algorithm. The left side of this image shows neighbor pairs above a small portion of
elevation data in grid form. The right section shows an example calculation of a significance value
The grid in Figure 2.1 shows a sample portion of some elevation data. The focal point






D. lower-right, upper-left: 9,10
The calculation of the significance value of one neighbor pair is shown on the right side
of Figure 2.1. This shows the calculation of the significance value of pair C. The focal point
and the two points that make up the neighbor pair are plotted with their height data, or Z
data on the Y axis. The X axis is the distance the points are apart from each other. A straight
line is drawn connecting the two points that form the neighbor pair and then a perpendicular
line is drawn from the focal point to this line. The length of this perpendicular line is the
significance value for that pair. This calculation is done for every neighbor pair. The four
significance values are then averaged to get the central, or focal, point’s total significance
value.
A significance value is calculated for every point in the elevation data grid except the
points that lie on the four corners of the grid. Once the significance value is obtained for
every point of the original data, reduction can occur. Points are removed based on their
significance value until either a desired amount of points are left, or every point below a
threshold of a certain significance value has been removed. The points that remain make
up the reduced data set that is ready for triangulation.
2.2 Triangulation
After point reduction has been completed, the triangulation of points needs to be accom-
plished. This is done in three steps:
1. Create a vertex for every point specified in the input data set
2. Add each vertex to the network
3. Flip triangle edges until the network is a Delaunay network
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After a vertex has been created for every point in the data set, they can be added to the
network. The first three points added form the starting triangle. From that point onward,
each additional point will form at least one more triangle. There are several scenarios that
can occur when a new point is added to the network depending on where that point is
located in relation to the current network. The three cases that can happen are shown in
Figure 2.2 and include:
A. The new point is contained within a triangle that already exists in the network.
B. The new point is contained on the edge of a triangle or triangles that already exist(s)
in the network.
C. The new point is not contained within any part of any triangle in the existent network.
Figure 2.2: The three cases of adding a new point to a TIN during the creation phase are shown.
Group A shows what happens when a new point is contained completely within a new triangle.
Group B shows what occurs when the new point is contained on an edge, or a shared edge of an
existing triangle, and group C shows what happens when a new point is not within any triangle.
Each of the above cases needs to be handled separately. If the point is contained within
an existing triangle but not on an edge line, (Group A in Figure 2.2), it will split the existing
triangle into three triangles. Each of the new triangles will contain two of the vertices from
the original triangle and the new point as the third vertex. A similar scenario occurs if the
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new point is contained on an edge of an existing triangle (Group B in Figure 2.2). If this
is the case, the edge will be split at that point and two new triangles will be made. Both of
these triangles will contain the new point. If the edge in question was shared with another
triangle, then this operation needs to be applied to the other triangle as well. The third and
final case is the simplest in concept. The new point is not contained within any existing
triangles or their edges so it is just added as a new triangle. This is done by connecting
the new point and the two closest unobstructed points together. This is shown by group
C in Figure 2.2. All of this work is done within Algorithm 1. This algorithm is split into
the sub-algorithms that handle each of the cases, A, B and C, involved with generating the
TIN.
Algorithm 1 Creating an initial TIN
TIN - A collection of triangles
Form a triangle with the first three vertices
Add this triangle to TIN
for Every point (vertex) past the first 3 do
for each Triangle(v1,v2,v3) contained in TIN do
if Triangle contains point then
Do Algorithm 2, Case A
else
Do Algorithm 3, Case B
end if
end for
if point has not been added to an existing triangle in TIN then
Do Algorithm 4, Case C
end if
end for
Algorithm 2 Case A of point placement when creating the original TIN. The point is completely
contained in a triangle.
Remove Triangle from TIN
Form three new triangles using the three vertices from Triangle and point (v1,v2,p), (v1,v3,p),
(v2,v3,p)
Add newTriangle(v1, v2, p) to TIN
Add newTriangle(v1, v3, p) to TIN
Add newTriangle(v2, v3, p) to TIN
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Algorithm 3 Case B of point placement when creating the original TIN. The point is on the edge of
an existing triangle.
for Each edge (line connected by vertex pairs) in Triangle do
if point lies on edge then
Remove Triangle from TIN
With vL being the vertex of Triangle that is not in edge, and ve1 and ve2 being in edge:
Add newTriangle(ve1, p, vL) to TIN
Add newTriangle(ve2, p, vL) to TIN
if Triangle has a neighbor that shares edge then
Remove neighbor from TIN
With vL being the vertex of neighbor that is not in edge, and ve1 and ve2 being in edge:
Add newTriangle(ve1, p, vL) to TIN




Algorithm 4 Case C of point placement when creating the original TIN. The point is not contained
within an existing triangle.
for Each triangle(v1,v2,v3) in TIN do
for Each vertex(vi) in Triangle do
Form a line line with point and vi
for Each triangle2(va,vb,vc) in TIN do
for Each edge (line connected by vertex pairs) in Triangle2 do










for each vertex in possibleV ect do
Calculate distance to point
if distance is one of the two shortest distances then
Save vertex as shortest(vs) or second shortest(vs2)
end if
end for
Add newTriangle(p, vs, vs2) to TIN
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Once Algorithm 1 is complete, the initial triangulation has been completed. The trian-
gles in the network need to be checked to see if their circumcircles contain other vertices. If
this is the case, then those triangles need to be updated. It is not very difficult to determine
if a triangle is a Delaunay triangle, and it is equally as simple to fix it. The easiest way
to figure out if a triangle violates the circumcircle rule is to check triangle pairs. When
a triangle is non-Delaunay it is always accompanied by another triangle that is also non-
Delaunay. By updating these two triangles together, they can be simultaneously fixed to be
Delaunay triangles. The operation that fixes this is shown in Figure 2.3. By flipping the
common edge between a triangle pair that does not meet the Delaunay condition, it will
produce a pair of triangles that do.
Figure 2.3: The common edge of two triangles that are non-Delaunay can be flipped to make them
so.
There is a simple method to checking if the common edge of a triangle pair needs to be
flipped. Two triangles that share an edge can be checked if they have the Delaunay property
by checking their interior angles. If the interior angles of the vertices that are not shared by
each triangle add to over 180 degrees, the triangles are non-Delaunay. Flipping the shared
edge as in Figure 2.3 will produce Delaunay triangles. This is done in the triangulation
algorithm according to Algorithm 5.
After the edge flipping algorithm is run, the TIN is a Delaunay triangulation and is
almost ready to be used for terrain representation. Although each triangle can be used
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Algorithm 5 Flipping Shared Sides to ensure Delaunay Triangles
TIN - a collection of triangles
for Each triangle(containing vertices v1,v2,v3) in TIN do
for Each triangle2(containing vertices va,vb,vc) in TIN do
for Each edge1(containing vertices vs1,vs2) (line connected by vertex pairs) in Triangle
do
for Each edge2(containing vertices vs1,vs2) (line connected by vertex pairs) in
Triangle2 do
if edge1 = edge2 then
vns1 and vns2 are the two vertices that are not shared (not in edge1 or edge2)
alpha is the interior angle around vns1
gamma is the interior angle around vns2
if alpha+ gamma > 180 then
Remove triangle from TIN
Remove triangle2 from TIN
Add newTriangle(vns1, vns2, vs1) to TIN








to represent a section of terrain by itself, this representation is not enough. The problem
arises when the collection of triangles needs to be sifted through to find particular locations.
Because of this, every triangle needs to know of its neighbors so they can be easily iterated
through. Doing this is quite simple. Every triangle is iterated over in nested loops to find all
of its neighbors based on vertices they share. If a triangle shares two vertices with another
triangle, those two triangles are neighbors. A triangle can have up to three neighbors, one
for each side.
The statistics of a triangle can be found by calculating the normals produced by the
plane it defines. This is done by producing a vector for each edge of the triangle. These
normals can then be used to calculate the slope of the plane defined by the triangle and the
aspect of that slope. The slope refers to the rate of incline or decline the plane has and the
aspect refers to the direction of this slope in reference to north. The calculations of these
characteristics are shown in Algorithm 6.
Algorithm 6 Retreiving Triangle Information
The triangle is defined by Vertex A, B and C
Each Vertex has X,Y, and Z data
ab = B - A
ac = C - A
nx = (ab.y * ac.z) - (ac.y * ab.z)
ny = (ab.x * ac.y) - (ac.x * ab.y)





if nx = 0 then





else if nx ¡ 0 then
aspect = 90 - (d * 180/π)
else





All of the steps taken so far are to ensure that the terrain representation allows easy access
to important terrain characteristics. This allows for, from a simulator stand point, easy
completion of step 1, and 2 of the visualization steps shown in Figure 1.2. Once the TIN
has been created and set up to be used as a terrain representation, it can be used within a
simulator.
3.1 Local Tilt
There are many robot-terrain interactions that need to be handled by the simulator. One
of these interactions is the collection of terrain information through the use of the robot’s
sensors. These include gathering the slopes of the surrounding environment and also the
actual tilt of the robot itself.
A robot within the environment specified by a TIN can gather local properties through
the triangle containing it. A robot standing on a triangle will be tilted at the angle the slope
of that triangle produces. The actual tilt this provides to a robot’s sensors is not the same
however. This is because although the robot is tilted, the sensors are assumed to be fixated
on the front of the robot. So, even with the robot angled, if the node is perpendicular to
the triangles slope, the sensors will still be firing parallel to the x,y plane. The pitch that a
robot experiences can be calculated by determining the difference in a robot’s position and
the aspect of the triangle it is standing on.
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Figure 3.1: The tilt of a robots sensors are calculated by finding the relationship between the trian-
gles aspect and the node’s orientation.
Figure 3.1 shows how the angle a robot’s sensors are tilted at can be calculated. If
a node is tilted on a triangle plane with an angle of φ and is facing a direction with an
angle difference of θ from the triangle’s aspect, the unit distance it is off of the ground is
sin(φ)sin(θ). The angle that the sensors are tilted is then arcsin(sin(φ)sin(θ)).
3.2 Line of Sight
Checking if one object can see another is an important part of any simulation using terrain.
Since a robot can only actually perceive what its sensors sense, the surrounding environ-
ment may inhibit its ability to see certain objects. Collecting vision data is an essential step
to the visualization process and determining line of sight is very important in order to col-
lect information about the environment. A line of sight algorithm is needed to determine if
one object can see another based on the terrain. This algorithm will iterate over the stored
terrain data and determine if one object can see another object. Algorithm 7 shows the
basic operation of the line of sight algorithm.
The line of sight algorithm checks if a robot or node can see its target. It works by
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Algorithm 7 Line of Sight algorithm run by node’s sensors
currentTriangle← Triangle that contains the node
sightConfirmed← false
inSight← false
if distanceToTarget ≤MaxSensingRange then
if Target is within sensing scope then
if TargetTriangle = NodeTriangle then
sightConfirmed← true
else
latestDistance← distance from node to target
while sightConfirmed = false do
inSight← false
for Each edge (line connected by vertex pairs) in currentTriangle do
Calculate the slope of the edge
Calculate the slope of the line that is made from connecting the node to the target
IntersectionPoint← the intersection point of these two lines
IntersectionDist← distance from IntersectionPoint to target
if IntersectionPoint is within the boundaries set by currentTriangle and
IntersectionDist ≤ latestDistance then
sightZ ← Z value at the x,y values of IntersectionPoint based on the line
connecting node and target
IntZ ← Z value at x,y values IntersectionPoint




NeighborTriangle← the triangle that shares the edge with currentTriangle















drawing a connection line in two dimensions, the x,y plane, and the z plane, of the environ-
ment, between the object and its target. If the target is too far away it finishes immediately
and flags the target as out of sight. If the target is within range and contained in the same
triangle as the sensing node, then it is assumed to be within sight. This assumption is made
because if the node and target are within the same triangle, they lie on the same plane and
their respective heights are irrelevant. This means that the line from the node to the target
will always be unobstructed. If the target is contained within a different triangle, then the
algorithm starts to iterate over the triangles that lie under the connection line made between
node and target.
When iterating over the triangles that represent the terrain, the search starts at the tri-
angle that contains the node. If the current triangle does not contain sufficient information,
the neighbor triangle that shares the closest edge to the target is selected to be checked next.
By traversing the terrain in this fashion, only the triangles that could block line of sight are
checked.
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Figure 3.2: The left image shows a top view of the TIN while the images on the right show the two
scenarios in 2D across the combined x,y plane, and the z plane. Nodes are seen in blue and their
targets, Red. A red arrow means the node cannot see the target, while a green arrow means it can
Since the triangles contained within the TIN dictate the environment, the environment
is made up of separate connecting planes. Because of this, the only areas of concern when
checking line of sight are the edges between triangles since they represent a change of
plane. By checking if the connection line runs at a height lower than the edge that is shared
between two separate planes you can determine whether or not the target is in sight. This
is because if it were to run lower than the edge at the intersection location, it would need to
travel through the neighbor plane, instead of over it, to get to the target. A successful and
unsuccessful line of sight check can be seen in Figure 3.2.
3.3 APF
APFs, although simple, can be a powerful tool for swarm robots. Their simplicity allows
for easy calculation and planning throughout an environment. In the simulator for this
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work, they handle step 3 of the visualization process shown in Figure 1.2. In addition,
they supply the visualization for a robot that determines what locations of the environment
are safe or not based on the potentials they generate. For this reason they not only handle
step 3, but reinforce any of the other characterizations that were made during step 2 of the
process.
Artificial potential fields were used for robot navigation within the simulator. There
were three main fields used during the testing of the simulator. These fields were robot to
robot, robot to target and ridge line to robot. Both the robot to robot and threat (target) to
robot were based on the fields used in Mehendale’s work [3].
The main purpose of the robot to robot field is to prevent collisions between them.
There should be no reason to be attracted to another robot so the force provided by the field
should always remain repulsive. The 3D appearance of this field is seen in Figure 3.3. A
quadratic force was kept in order to display the urgency of avoiding a collision. This is to
say that the closer a node gets to another one, the faster they will want to flee.
Figure 3.3: The potential field that is generated by a robot.
The field generated by a threat, or target is similar to that of a node but it provides
attractive forces. The potential remains quadratic in order to express the urgency of getting
there quickly. Since the destination can be something harmful, at a certain distance the
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force produced becomes repulsive. Figure 3.4 shows this potential field.
Figure 3.4: The potential field that is generated by a threat.
The field produced by a ridge line, or a terrain break, is also purely repulsive. The main
difference between this field and that produced by another node is that while the nodes
field will emanate outward from itself, the field produced by a ridge line is always directed
perpendicular to the ridge line. This type of field essentially makes a wall between itself
and the node. Although the field is meant to die quickly, and allow a node to get near it,
it is strong enough at its core to prevent the node from wanting to cross it into dangerous
territory. The potential field generated by a single edge is seen in Figure 3.5.
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Figure 3.5: The potential field that is generated by a dangerous terrain break.
A fourth type of field was investigated. This field is a dynamic one that depends upon
the location of the node and its target. The difference in height between the node and the
target produces an inversely proportional force on the environment. If the node is below
the target, there will be an attractive pull towards territory that lies beneath the node. If the
target is above the node then there is an attractive pull on territory above the target.
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Chapter 4
Simulator and Developed Tools
With a system in place to provide visualization and planning for swarm nodes on terrain,
it was important to test it. The main purpose of the tools developed in this work was to
ensure that the visualization techniques are adequate for swarm nodes. In addition, the
representation techniques needed to be checked for complexity to make sure that they were
viable for simple robots or computers.
There were two separate tools created for this work. These tools consist of a primary
simulator, and a visualization/simulation MATLAB tool. Both of these tools simulate the
same things but focus primarily on different aspects. They both contain the terrain rep-
resentation in TIN format and can simulate nodes planning their movements across the
terrain. There are limitations of each tool that make them both necessary.
The MATLAB tool is used as a drawing board for the artificial potential fields used
for visualization. This tool provides a three-dimensional view of the fields that the robots
use for planning during step 3 of the visualization process shown in Figure 1.2. Although
this tool can be used to show the movement of robot nodes and how they react to the envi-
ronment, the three-dimensional representation and MATLAB limitations make it sluggish
when a large amount of objects are represented. Despite being ill-equipped for larger sce-
narios, the main purpose of this tool is to explore the planning and visualization phases of
the complete visualization process. In addition, the APFs that were used during step 3 of
the visualization process can be seen in 3D in order to determine any failures or fallouts.
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The simulator does not have a GUI with three-dimensional capabilities. The simulator
does however have the ability to represent and simulate many more objects than the MAT-
LAB tool. The simulator can simulate hundreds of robots within a fairly large environment.
The MATLAB tool cannot show environments anywhere near as large as the simulator. For
this reason, both tools were created. Using both of these tools can allow for proper artificial
potential field design and the simulation of many robots using them at once.
4.1 Matlab Tool
In addition to the updates to the simulator, a MATLAB GUI and program was designed.
The purpose of this program was to show, visually, the artificial potential fields that the
robots use during a simulation for path planning and visualizations of the terrain. This tool
utilizes several input files and provides visuals for robots and the environment. A screen
capture of this tool can be seen in Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1: A screen capture of the MATLAB tool.
The Matlab tool requires several files to run properly. These files are contained in
separate folders that pertain to specific scenarios. There are four files that specify the
characteristics of the environment and two that list the starting positions of the robots, and
threats in the environment, respectively. When the GUI is run it loads the required files and
displays the environment in the top window of the GUI. The environment is comprised of
the triangles contained in the TIN file of the current scenario. The white triangles are areas
of the environment that contain a dangerous slope for nodes. These triangles represent
the portions of the environment that each robot would recognize as non-traversable after
scanning their surroundings. The bottom window shows the potential fields generated by
everything contained in the environment.
Once the GUI has loaded all of the necessary information it can be used to play out
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the scenario defined by the startup files. Referring to Figure 4.1, there are many options to
modify or run the scenario. The next step button will move every robot one step forward
based on the potential fields they are experiencing. If the continuous box is checked it will
continue to step through the simulator until it is told to stop by un-checking the box. The
reset button will reload all of the files and start the simulation from scratch.
Along with playing out a scenario, the tool allows particular aspects to be viewed. There
are controls to create a new threat or robot, as well as move existing robots or threats within
the environment. In addition, a robot can be selected so that only the potential fields that
affect that robot will be shown. Any of the fields that are contributing to the picture can be
turned on or off as well. This option can be used to show how each individual portion of
the surrounding environment is seen by an individual robot. In addition this option can be
used to explore the outcomes of ignoring particular aspects of the environment.
4.2 Scenarios Explored
There were a few scenarios that were explored to verify the functionality of the tools and
the simulator. The main scenario is the one shown in Figure 4.2. This scenario is important
since it can show the functionality and failures of the entire system. The cliff provides a
means to block line of sight as well as prevent easy movement. The slants leading away
and towards the valley can be utilized to check various things as well. The slants also allow
for the testing of a slope induced potential field.
Although the Hill scenario shown by Figure 4.2 provides a good environment for testing
the potential fields, it is fairly tame. Another scenario, shown by Figure 4.3 was used to
show complicated visuals and line of sight complications.
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(a) Ramp Scenario Top View
(b) Ramp Scenario Side View
Figure 4.2: A ramp scenario as shown by the Matlab tool. The white triangles are triangles that
contain dangerous slopes while the gray triangles are safe.
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(a) Hill Scenario Top View
(b) Hill Scenario Side View
Figure 4.3: A complicated hill scenario as shown by the Matlab tool. The white triangles are
triangles that contain dangerous slopes while the gray triangles are safe.
4.3 Simulator
The simulator created by Mehendale [3] and then modified and ported into Java by Laskowski
[26] was updated to contain a TIN based terrain. This simulator was chosen for modifica-
tion since its simplicity allowed easy modification. Since the simulator’s focus was the
robot’s interaction with the environment as opposed to carefully modeling the robots, it
provided a nice starting point for adding additional environmental capabilities.
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The simulator was updated with several components. The terrain storage, the interac-
tions between robots and the terrain, and simplistic GUI components were all added to
the original simulator. Each robot contained in the simulator is a separate entity with the
following components:
1. Sensor model - Consists of simple metrics that represent the range, and angles a
robot can sense things. Mimics the collection of terrain information that is important for
step 1 of the visualization process.
2. Locomotion model - Models how far and how fast a robot can move across the
terrain.
3. Battery model - Simple model that represents the battery life left on a node. Using
sensors and moving drains the battery.
4. Its location within the environment, and the triangle that contains it.
The first three components are the metrics that define a robot. The fourth component
is only used when the simulator is using a TIN file and contains terrain information. The
simulator can be run without a TIN file. If this is the case, the environment is reduced to a
two-dimensional plane.
If three-dimensional terrain is desired, the simulator must be run with a TIN file. Al-
though the simulator loads in a TIN file and reconstructs a triangulation based on the infor-
mation in the file, it does not reduce or triangulate points before the simulation is run. That
is done separately and before the simulator is started.
4.3.1 Preparation
Before a simulation can be run with terrain data, the data needs to be in the proper format.
Full elevation data can be reduced using the reduction techniques discussed earlier. The







When a file of the above format is entered into the preparation tools it is first scanned
for the important data points according to the Very Important Point algorithm. Triangula-
tion then occurs after this algorithm. The file that is output from this tool looks like the
following:
t1x1 t1y1 t1z1 t1x2 t1y2 t1z2 t1x3 t1y3 t1z3
t2x1 t2y1 t2z1 t2x2 t2y2 t2z2 t2x3 t2y3 t2z3
...
...
tnx1 tny1 tnz1 tnx2 tny2 tnz2 tnx3 tny3 tnz3
4.3.2 Simulations
Once this second file is received, it can be used in the simulator. How the terrain portion
of the actual simulator is represented, is shown by the bottom track in Figure ??. The
simulator consists of a terrain, represented by a TIN, robot sensing nodes, and threats, or
target locations.
The simulator can be run with or without a TIN file. The general flow of how the
simulator operates is show in Figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.4: Basic flow of the start of a simulation
The simulator accepts several input arguments. These include the number of robot
nodes, the number of threats, the number of assets, whether or not the assets are mobile,
if the simulation should be based on a predetermined seed, and the string that denotes the
TIN file that is going to be used. The seed determines the starting location of all of the
nodes, as well as where the threats will spawn. If a seed is not chosen during startup, one
is generated randomly.
After the inputs are parsed, the simulator initializes components and starts work. These
initializations include reconstructing the TIN based on the file specifications, generating all
of the starting assets and nodes, and initializing other components such as the logger and
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timers. If the GUI is enabled, it will parse the TIN file and display a 2d representation of
the TIN when it is displayed, otherwise operations commence without it.
Once everything is initialized, the simulator continues as an event driven system. Dur-
ing every tick of the simulator every agent, robot, and threat, will determine what they are
doing and send events to the main environment handler. It is within these requests that
the movement of robot nodes is calculated by mimicking sensors and calculating artificial
potential fields. In order to do this, the simulator locates all of the objects that can affect
every node.
The sensors of every agent in the simulator are represented by different parameters.
The modeling is incredibly simple and it is assumed that the sensors on the robot work as
a unit. The model does not handle anything beyond the limitations of the sensors. These
limitations include sensor range, the sight angle of the sensor, and the battery power left on
a robot. Based on these limitations, the area around the node is investigated during each
iteration of the main simulator. A flow of how sensing is accomplished is seen in Figure
4.5.
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Figure 4.5: The flow of how sensing is used to calculate the next move.
Algorithm 8 Basic sensing algorithm of simulator
if distanceToAgent ≤MaxSensingRange then




The actual algorithm that the simulator uses to mimic a robot sensing the surrounding
area consists of two different checks. The first check is to see whether the target is within
range of the robot while the second check is to see if the terrain allows it to be within the
line of sight of the robot. How this is performed is shown in Algorithm 8. It can be seen
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in Figure 4.5 that the line of sight check is only run if there is a terrain present during the
simulation.
After all surrounding nodes and threats are checked to determine if the node can sense
them, the simulator runs a second sensing check. The second check scans the surrounding
area for terrain breaks that lead to dangerous territory. Any plane that has a slope greater
than the specified safe slope of node travel is considered dangerous territory. Algorithm 9
shows how this is accomplished.
Algorithm 9 Ridge Check Algorithm
Add the neighbor triangles of the node to ToSearchList
while ToSearchList is not empty do
currentTriangle← the next element in ToSearchList
if currentTriangle is not safe then
for Each edge (line connected by vertex pairs) in currentTriangle do
Calculate the slope of the edge line
Calculate the slope of the line that is perpendicular to the edge line and connects the edge
line to the node
IntersectionPoint← the intersection on the x,y plane of the two lines
if IntersectionPoint is within the boundaries set by currentTriangle and





for Each neighbor of currentTriangle do
neigh← next neighbor of currentTriangle
for Each edge (line connected by vertex pairs) in neigh do
if Any part of neigh is contained in the circle with the node at the center and with a radius










The Ridge Check Algorithm will check for areas of the surrounding terrain that separate
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drivable regions from dangerous ones. This is done by checking every triangle that is within
the sensing range of the robot. The algorithm starts by checking each neighbor triangle of
the triangle containing the robot. If the slope is dangerous, then the ridge point, the point
that is perpendicular from the node but lies along an edge of a dangerous triangle, is added
to a list. Once this is done, the neighbors of each of those triangles are added to a search
list if they contain a section within the sensing range of the node and if they have not been
searched yet. Every dangerous triangle within the sensing range of the node will produce
one ridge point. If these ridge points are in line of sight, as calculated through Algorithm
7, they are added to a list along with the other objects that will affect the nodes movement.
Like other robots and threats, a ridge point that separates a safe triangle from an unsafe
one will produce a force from its artificial potential field on the searching robot. Once all
of the possible edge points that can affect a node are collected via Algorithm 9, and all of
the other robot nodes and threats that can affect it are collected via Algorithm 8, the robot
is ready to calculate where it is moving to next based on the artificial potential fields of the
objects surrounding it.
Where the robot node is moving to is determined by calculating the forces provided by
the artificial potential fields that represent the repulsion or attraction of the robot node to its
surroundings. The simulator will iterate over the two lists gathered by Algorithms 9 and 8.
The force is calculated by taking the dervitive of the artificial potential field representing
the relationship between the node and its distance from the object. Once all of these forces
are calculated they are summed together and the resultant force is applied to the node. This
force will move the node along the x,y plane. Since the force determines how fast a node
wants to move from its current location to its target one it may try to move to a location
that it cannot physically reach in one tick of the simulator. With this being the case, the
distance of travel is capped based on a node’s locomotion model.
Once every node contained in the simulation has executed a request to move, the updates
are captured, and another round of requests begin. The simulator continues in this fashion
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5.1 Artifical Potential Field Performance
The artificial potential fields that were used in the simulators and tools of this work were
fairly simplistic. The main goal of the fields was to prevent dangerous situations from
occuring. The goal of the threat or target fields were to pull a node towards them. The
other two fields, robot and terrain, had a different goal. Their main goal was to make sure
a node did not do anything dangerous when attempting to reach a target. In this regard, all
three types of fields performed as expected.
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Figure 5.1: The start of a sample scenario shown in the Matlab Tool. The gray triangles depict safe
areas while the white ones depict unsafe areas. Threats are seen as gray squares and nodes as black
circles.
Figure 5.1 shows a scenario with a hilly terrain and two nodes. The gray triangles are
triangles that are safe to travel on while the white triangles are unsafe. Both of the nodes
depicted have a different threat within sight. The potential fields that these threats generate
can be seen in Figure 5.2. The total field shown here is not experienced from both nodes
but is an omniscient view of the fields the threats generate. If these nodes were to use only
these potential fields to move towards the target they would end up in the positions shown
in Figure 5.3.
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Figure 5.2: The fields that are generated by the threats depicted in Figure 5.1
Figure 5.3: This figure shows that nodes can end up in dangerous places with poor path planning
As far as reaching a target, the fields generated by a threat do a good job for node path
planning. The problem however, is that the nodes are travelling through, or stopping, on
potentially dangerous terrain. As seen in Figure 5.3, the bottom node is sitting on top of a
dangerous area. Travelling through areas of steep slopes will cause damage to a node and
that is unfavorable. Adding the potential fields generated by the terrain will prevent this
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from happening. The addition of these fields can be seen in Figure 5.4.
Figure 5.4:
With the addition of the fields generated from terrain, the nodes will not attempt to
traverse over dangerous areas. It can be seen in Figure 5.4 that these fields pretty much
set up a wall between the node and dangerous terrain. Although the nodes will still move
towards the targets that are near them, they will not attempt anything dangerous. The final
ending points of the nodes under these conditions are shown in Figure 5.5.
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Figure 5.5: This figure shows where the nodes will end up if both threat, and terrain fields are used.
It can be seen in Figure 5.5 that using the artificial potential fields generated by terrain
will prevent a node from getting close to a target. This is definitely more favorable than
letting a node receive damage from attempting to traverse dangerous terrain. In this regards,
the field performs as expected.
The strengths of the potential fields used in this work can be adjusted to change their
performance. Adjusting the strength of the fields that threats produce would cause nodes to
be more wreckless when approaching them. If these fields overpower the other two, then
nodes will collide with each other or attempt to traverse dangerous areas.
Adjusting the potential field generated by the terrain will cause the barrier created be-
tween a node and dangerous terrain to vary in strengths directly. Since the field created
by the terrain is such short range it does not affect a node’s travel unless they are very
close to it. For this reason it performs best when it is more powerful than any of the other
fields used. Increasing its strength does not hinder a node’s performance but decreasing
it will open up opportunities for failure. The strength of this field at its peak must be at
least as strong as the maximum force that a field generated by a threat can produce. Since
increasing the power of the potential field that the terrain generates does little to hinder
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performance, it is better to keep it strong.
The performance for the slope induced potential field was very poor. The hope of
introducing this field was that it would provide an incentive to traverse a terrain in hopes of
getting closer to a target. In reality though, regardless of strength, the force it produces will
rarely lead a node anywhere the other fields would not. This is mainly because a node can
only see terrain that is within range and the simple height difference is not variant enough
to provide a force strong enough.
5.2 Terrain Representation Performance
When using a method of terrain representation for a simulator, knowing the complexities it
introduces is important. The complexities that are introduced from using a TIN can be split
into two different categories: Creating the TIN and then using the TIN during a simulation.
The creation of TIN involves the Very Important Point data reduction, and the triangulation
of these points using Delaunay Triangulation. The second category involves reloading the
TIN from a file, and running simulations using the TIN as the environment for a simulation.
5.2.1 TIN Creation
The creation of a TIN involves reducing the points of a DEM data grid and then triangulat-
ing the reduced points. Although these two steps are not included during the run time of a
simulation, they are a necessary step towards preparing the environment for the simulator.
For this reason, investigating the time it takes to create a TIN from a data set is, and the
complexities introduced from these steps is important.
The complexity introduced by V.I.P. point reduction is rather small. If p is the number
of points within a file to reduce, the complexity of the Very Important Point algorithm is
simply 2p. This is because the reduction of points involves two seperate loops. One to
determine all of the significance values involved, and one to remove all of the points with
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significance values that are too low.
Figure 5.6: Time required to reduce a data set using the Very Important Point Algorithm
In order to determine how long the reduction of points took, several different points
files were reduced using the V.I.P. algorithm. Files containing 10,000 to 1,000,000 points
were used. The time it took to reduce each data is shown in Figure 5.6. This chart confirms
the linear complexity of reducing points. It can also be noted how fast this operation can be
performed. Even the data set containing 250,000 points was reduced in less than 2 seconds.
After the data set has been reduced, the second step to creating a TIN is triangulating
the data using Delaunay Triangulation. This portion of the procedure requires a lot more
time than the reduction of points. This is entirely due to its complexity being much greater.
The triangulation of the points requires two main steps: Adding the points to the current
TIN, shown in Algorithm 1, and then checking every triangle to make sure it is a Delaunay
triangle, which happens in Algorithm 5.
The complexity of the first operation is fairly dynamic since the location of the new
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vertex determines the amount of work needed to add it. If p is the number of points to be
added to a TIN and n is the number of triangles that are currently in the TIN, the worst
case complexity is p(n+ n2). This complexity occurs when every point is not contained in
an existant triangle. For every point added, every triangle needs to be checked to see if it
contains the new point, giving a complexity of pn. Afterwards a line is drawn between the
new point and every existing vertex to see if it collides with any other existing triangle edge.
This introduces the n2 complexity. If the point is contained within an existing triangle, only
the first portion of those steps is require. This results in a complexity of just pn
The second operation checks the triangles to make sure they are Delaunay triangles.
This operation follows a complexity of n2 as well since the list of current triangles is it-
erated over in a nested loop to find all triangle pairs. Each pair is then checked to see if
it is a Delaunay triangle pair. The completion of both steps involves a total complexity of
p(n+ n2) + n2.
The triangulation of points can become rather complicated and introduce a large over-
head for the creation of a TIN. For this reason it was important that the time it took to
triangulate the points was investigated. Figure 5.7 shows the time it took to triangulate
different sizes of data sets. Data sets containing 3,000 to 41,000 points were triangulated.
All of the points contained in these files were produced randomly and larger data sets had
larger boundaries for the x and y values of the points. This was done to ensure a completely
random distribution but it was not worst case.
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Figure 5.7: Time required to triangulate a set of points.
The triangulation of points takes a much longer time to complete than the reduction of a
data set. The reduction of 250,000 points took less than 2 seconds while triangulating only
3,000 points took 3 seconds. This shows how important point reduction is when creating a
TIN. The reduction of the data set is not only essential for generating proper triangles, but
also in order to reduce the time triangulation takes.
5.2.2 Simulator Performance
Although the TIN files are created before the simulator is run, the TIN file must be recon-
structed and loaded into the backend of the simulator during run time. The amount of time
this takes depends on the amount of triangles contained in the particular network file being
loaded. Every line of the TIN file is read in producing a single triangle. After all of the
triangles are produced, the neighbors of each individual triangle are found from the list of
total triangles. If the amount of triangles is considered to be n, then the complexity of the
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load is O(n), since a triangle is generated for each line in the file, and the complexity of
finding each triangle’s neighbors, is O(n2), since for every triangle, it needs to loop over
every other triangle to find its neighbors. This makes the total complexity of reconstructing
a TIN file to beO(n2+n), or dominently,O(n2). Once this load is complete, the simulation
starts to run.
The speed at which a simulation runs depends strongly on how many objects are con-
tained within a simulation. Since every node is affected by any other object in sight, the
more objects there are, the more potential fields there are to be calculated. Without a terrain
present, there are minimal calculations since simple distance checks and field generations
are very computationally simple. The problem arises however when each node needs to do
line of sight checks on every target. How long this algorithm takes depends on how many
triangles there are within a node’s sensing range.
Since a node running a line of sight check is only concerned with the triangles that lie
under the connection line between itself and its target, the complexity for this varies de-
pending on where the node is positioned within a TIN. Since a TIN does not need to have
uniform distribution, comparing the run time of a line of sight check to the amount of trian-
gles within the network is not as useful as comparing it to the amount of triangles within the
direct vicinity of the node. The number of triangles contained within the circumference of
the circle made from a node sensing its maximum distance in all directions can be referred
to as local TIN density, or when the TIN is uniform, TIN density.
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Figure 5.8: Example TIN with Sensor Range Defining TIN Density
The line of sight check has a fairly volitile complexity but it is mainly dependent on
TIN Denisty. The algorithm checks the height of every triangle that lies in the path from
the node to its target. Considering the local TIN density of a node to be d, a single line of
sight check will be, worst case, O(d.5). This is because although a single node can see d
triangles, it only needs to check in the direction of the target. The line connecting the node
and its target will cross over, roughly, d.5 triangles.
Where this gets complicated, is that each node needs to run this algorithm for every
node, threat, or triangle ridge within its range that will produce an APF response. Each
node needs to check if it has line of sight on every other node, and threat it can, and for
every ridge that will generate a force to it. In the worst case scenario, a node will need to
check every possible ridge of every triangle in its sensing range as well as every other node
or threat in the simulation. Since a single run traverses over d.5 triangles, checking this
for every triangle in sensing range will take O(d1.5). consider m to be the total number of
nodes and l to be the total number of nodes and threats within sensing range of a particular
node. Running the check from one node to every other node and threat will take O(mld.5).
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The amount of node and threats seen by a node may vary node to node, but fairly uniform
distribution can be assumed. Since every node in the simulator does this check, the total
complexity ends up to be O(m(d1.5 + l · d.5)).
This complexity shows that a large growth in either TIN density or the number of sim-
ulated nodes will cause the simulator to run slowly. Adding a single node to a simulation is
far more costly than adding a single triangle. This is because for every node that is added
it needs to check every ridge and every node in sight. This adds potentially, d + l line of
sight checks. Adding a single triangle can add, at a maximum, m checks.
It can be seen from the complexity analysis that a TIN with a high density can cause
computation problems. This is because not only does it affect the speed at which the line
of sight algorithm runs, but it also affects how many times it is run. Since the line of sight
algorithm is run at least once for every potential ridge point in a node’s sensing range, a
high density can really cause problems from a computational standpoint.
In order to test how devastating TIN density or other components could be on the time
it takes to run a simulator, several different experiments were run. These experiments
included increasing TIN size while keeping other elements constant, and increasing the
number of nodes while keeping other elements constant. In addition, the loading portion of
the simulator was tested for performance separately.
Loading a TIN File
The simulator was run several times with varying TIN size in order to gather the timing
constraints of loading in a TIN. Networks ranging in size of 288 triangles to 28,800 tri-
angles were loaded into the simulator. As expected, the response between the amount of
triangles and the time taken to load the network into the simulator was a polynomial re-
sponse with a dominant O(n2). Referring to Figure 5.9, it can be seen that even with the
loading time growing at rate of O(n2 + n), it still only takes about 3 minutes to load a TIN
containing 28,800 triangles.
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Figure 5.9: Time required to load a Triangulated Irregular Network into the Simulator. A best fit
polynomial line is also shown.
Loading in larger TINs can take a large portion of time. Even though 28,800 triangles
only take 3 minutes to load, that time could still be the dominant portion of the simulation.
That many triangles can stretch a long way however depending on the density of the TIN.
The scenarios used to test APF performance are considered to be nominal cases and contain
about 85 triangles for a 10x10, or 100 square units of area. Using this nominal case as an
example, 28,800 triangles can stretch over 33,882 square units of distance, or an 184x184
area. These units of distance are considered to be generic, but in meters this distance is
roughly a square tenth of a mile.
5.2.3 Running a Simulation
In order to test the performance of the simulator it was run several times with varying
amounts of nodes and varying TIN size. Every simulation was run for a simulated 500
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seconds. This time pertains to the amount of time it takes to perform 500 simualted seconds
worth of operations. Under the conditions the simulator was run under, this is 10 iterations
per simulated second, or a total of 5,000 iterations of the simulator. Each iteration is one
request check for every robot node attempting to make a movement.
Since running the simulator under a worst case scenario was desired, a special TIN
layout was designed. In all of the TINs used for timing analysis, the triangles are equally
spaced in a somewhat uniform fashion. This can be seen in Figure 5.8. In addition, each tri-
angle has a slope that will generate an APF response to nearby nodes that are sensing them.
This will ensure that every triangle contained within a node’s sensing radius is forcing a
line of sight check for it’s edges.
The simulator was run with 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90 and 100 nodes with
different random starting positions on TINs of varying size and density. Although each
TIN contained different amounts of triangles, ranging from 8 to 28,800, they all followed
a format identicle to that shown in Figure 5.8. Two different scenarios were considered,
altering the number of nodes while the TIN density remained the same, and altering TIN
density while leaving the number of nodes in the simulation constant. The scenario shown
in Figure 4.2 was used as a nominal case. This TIN file has a varying TIN density but it
averages to be about 40 triangles per sensing circle.
Figures 5.10(a) and 5.10(b) show the performance of the simulator with varying TIN
sizes and nodes. The graphs confirm that the complexity is O(m(d1.5 + l · d.5)), where m
is the number of nodes, n is the TIN density and l is the object density, or the amount of
robots and threats any one particular robot can see. Considering Figure 5.10(a), where TIN
density is increasing but the number of nodes remain constant, the complexity should be
O((d1.5 + d.5)). The best fit trendline for these curves are polynomial functions. Referring
to Figure 5.10(b), where the TIN density remains constant but the number of nodes are
varying, the complexity should be O(m + ml)). Once again, the best fit trendline is a




Figure 5.10: Time required to simulate for 500 seconds while altering TIN size (Top) and the number
of Nodes (Bottom)
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The performance of the simulator is poor when a TIN file with a large TIN Density and
a large amount of nodes are used. Referring to Figure 5.10(b) It can be seen that when no
TIN was used, 100 nodes can simulate in a time under 50 seconds. The case where the TIN
density was 84, this simulation took about 420 seconds, about 8 times longer.
Although the performance of the simulator degrades with large TIN densities, it does
not degrade if density remains constant but the overall TIN size increases. All of the en-
vironments run in the above cases were 12x12. Another set of simulations were run using
TINs with TIN densities that generated decent timing results, but with varying environment
size. The setup of each TIN was similar to that of the earlier experiment, but the environ-
ment size was increased for each simulation run. The purpose of this experiment was to
show a few things. The first thing is how dependent run time is on TIN density, and the
second is how useful a TIN is for terrain representation in terms of memory reduction.
Figure 5.11: The environment size of a simulation versus the time it took to simulate. The TIN
density for all cases remained a constant 47.6, and there were always 150 nodes present.
If TIN density was left equivelent but both TIN size and node amount were increased,





Table 5.1: Memory Required for Trangles and Nodes
larger TINs, run time decreased and then remained somewhat constant. This can be ex-
plained quite easily. If TIN density remains constant, a node will always check the same
amount of triangles for potential ridge points. The only growth in the run time complexity
is how many nodes or threats a node needs to check line of sight for. When the simula-
tion environment is larger, every object is more spread out. This results in a single node
needing to do fewer line of sight checks which results in a faster simulation time. It can be
noted that when using large environments more nodes and threats can be simulated without
causing a huge hit to computation time.
By using a environment size that is large enough, any number of nodes and triangles
can be used for a simulation with little repercussions. The only limiting constraint is the
memory needed to store all of the triangles and simulated objects. Figure 5.1 shows the
memory required for each triangle and node used within a simulation. This table shows
that the memory required for these objects is small. Since millions of triangles, roughly
8,000,000, can be stored within just a Giga-Byte of memory, memory is also not a limiting
factor to how large of an environment can be simulated. This leaves the only limiting
factors to be the TIN and object density of the simulated environment, and the creation and
reconstruction times of the TIN itself.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion and Future Work
6.1 Conclusion
The main focus of this work was showing that a TIN can be used successfully as a way to
represent terrain for swarm robotics. A simulator and Matlab tool using this terrain repre-
sentation were created. The simulator could simulate hundreds of robotic nodes navigating
on very large areas of terrain, while the Matlab tool could show the potential fields in a
three-dimensional view.
The performance of the simulator was limited by the calculation speed of the algorithms
present and not due to the memory needed to store the terrain. The line of sight algorithm
coupled with the ridge collection algorithm created a large bottle neck in computation time.
Using TINs with smaller TIN density and an environment size that provided enough spread
between nodes would mitigate this problem and increase performance.
The artificial potential fields used in this work provide a good basis for simple swarm
robotic path planning. A reduced terrain model as represented by a TIN can make the
generation of artificial potential fields easy. The fields will successfully prevent accidents,
in most cases, and will often result in a node arriving at its destination.
The creation of the artificial potential fields relating to terrain greatly benefitted from
TIN representation. By representing the terrain data as seperate simplistic planes, checking
the aspects of the terrain was easy. Compacting the terrain in this manner makes the data
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that swarm nodes require obtainable at a much smaller computation cost.
6.2 Future Work
With the topics covered in this work being fairly broad, there are many areas of future work.
One of these topics is path planning. Although the techniques described in this work can
be used to model terrain and do simplistic danger avoidence they do not supply a swarm
node with efficient path planning. At the very least, the fields would benefit from a little
global path planning. Without it, most of the planning done is reactive and does not allow
a node to get as close as possible to a target.
The simulator modified in this work performs decently under ideal conditions. There
are some things that can probably be updated to work better however. Even though the line
of sight algorithm is not fast, when run in moderation it does not prevent the simulator from
running quickly. The problem with this is that it needs to be run for every object a single
node needs to react to. The simulator would really benefit from an overhaul of either the
line of sight check or the algorithm that gathers ridge points for the creation of the artificial
potential fields that are produced from the terrain.
Although the creation of a potential field from terrain data that has been reduced is
simple, this practice could be more difficult in the field. The process of reducing local
terrain that is sensed into a TIN and then generating a field from it could be too much for a
swarm robot to do. With GPS being available, and large data bases of terrain information
also being available, it may be possible to pass around TIN data to robots in the field.
This would allow their sensors to focus on determining the distances to dangerous areas as
opposed to scanning the entire region around the node and then generating a terrain image.
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